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Background



What happened during the beginning of the 
COVID19 pandemic?

● The pandemic forced us to transition from the offline activities to the online 
activities

● Wikimedia Indonesia never tried to organize any online activities before so we 
attempted to come up with a solution

● The transition period from the offline activities to the online activities happened 
during March 2020 - June 2020

● We decided to create an online course to facilitate the Wikipedia editing training 
activities (WikiLatih) during the pandemic. We call the online course “WikiLatih 
Daring”



What is the online course about?

● The online course is mainly about editing guidelines on Wikipedia. 
● The online course is a more comprehensive version of the regular WikiLatih, 

because it has more reading materials, video tutorials, and it also involves 
assignments and grading system

● It is held for 3 weeks with ±80 participants per batch
● The course consisted of 3 units which cover different topics 
● There is a certification for passing participants in the end of the course
● There are 2 volunteers that usually help us to manage the course, and we give 

compensation for these volunteers whom we call “WikiTrainers”
● We have organized 16 online courses so far



The course structure



How was the process of developing the online 
course?

● We started by listing all the requirements we need for the course such as:
○ Platform
○ Certification requirements
○ Materials
○ Video tutorials
○ Assignments
○ Grading
○ Live sessions topics



Platform

● We decided to use Google Classroom as the platform to create the online course
○ Free
○ Easy to navigate
○ Has Indonesian language for the interface
○ Integrated with other Google platforms, such as Google Docs, Google Slides, 

Google Meet, etc. 



Platform

Participantsʼ 
interface when 
accessing the 
courseʼs materials 
and assignments



Certification requirements

● We give certificates to the participants that manage to finish the course and fulfil 
these requirements:
○ Completing all three units as well as the assignments
○ Attending 2 out of 4 online sessions
○ Submitting an article as a final project that has already been written on 

Indonesian Wikipedia
○ Editing 20 articles in the span of 3 weeks (during the course)
○ Achieving 80% grade out of 100% grade in the end of the course 



Materials

● We tried to arrange a set of learning materials that are relevant for newcomers, 
especially on things that they need to know before they start editing on 
Indonesian Wikipedia. The materials are
○ Introduction to Wikimedia, and Wikimedia Indonesia
○ Introduction to Wikipedia (interface, five pillars, user account, user page)
○ Notability 
○ References
○ Plagiarism and paraphrasing
○ Netrality
○ Style (grammar, vocabularies, spelling, formatting)



Reading materials

Both images are taken from 
supplementary documents 
(reading materials) for the 
participants who would like 
to learn more about 
Wikipediaʼs guidelines



Video tutorials

● Apart from reading materials, we also recorded some video tutorials to better 
guide the participants throughout the course

● The video tutorials are attached to each of correspondent topic and can be 
watched and rewatched at any moment by the participants

● The videos are only available for participants who have access to the course



Video tutorials

Participantsʼ interface when accessing each unitʼs 
video material

Video tutorial



Assignments

● For every topic in each unit, we have an assignment to test each participant’s 
understanding of the materials given. The assignments are also graded by the 
trainers

● In the end of each unit, we also have a final assignment
● In the end of the course, all participants must create one article on Indonesian 

Wikipedia that meets Wikipedia’s policies and guidelines (they are able to choose 
from the list of articles provided by the trainers, or they are free to choose their 
own subject to write)

● During the span of 3 weeks, participants are also required to edit 20 articles on 
Indonesian Wikipedia to improve their editing experiences



Assignments

Assignment for the topic on REFERENCES Assignment in the end of Unit II



Grading

● Grading is the most important aspect and an element that we needed some time 
to think about because it will affect the progress of the participants and the 
certification

● We use points that will automatically be converted into percentage by Google 
Classroom

● Our passing grade is 80 and if a participant gets a grade lower than that then they 
will be given an opportunity to revise the assignment



Grading

Grading percentage for each assignment

Scoring criteria (rubric)



Live sessions

● Live sessions are sessions that are organized to facilitate discussions between 
trainers and participants

● There are 4 live sessions throughout the course and it is mandatory for the 
participants to attend at least 2 out of the 4 live sessions

● In each live session, the trainers will also present about topics that are not 
covered in the materials on Google Classroom, each session has different topic 
presented by the trainers:
○ Community
○ Welcoming Newcomers Feature
○ Wikipedia Guidelines (article notability, paid contributions, references)
○ Creative Commons and Wikimedia Commons
○ Wikipedia Etiquette



Course timeline and management
(example)

Publication 
and 

registration

01 - 11 May 23 15 May - 05 June

Online course 
period11 - 15 May

Coordination 
with the 

participants

05 - 09 June

Evaluation of 
the result

12 June

Announcement 
for the 

participants



Results, feedbacks, and 
retention rate



Results

● How many people have joined the course? 

○ 821

● How many people have passed?

○ 378 (46,04%)

● How many articles have been edited/created?

○ 9509

● How many people are still active?

○ 95 people (25,13%)



Follow up activities

● WikiCendekia
○ Passed participants who showed further interests and were active to join 

our activities, were given an opportunity to apply for and to attend 
WikiCendekia, a training of trainers program for prospective volunteers.

● WikiTrainers
○ After joining WikiCendekia, they were given an offer to involve themselves 

as WikiTrainers who would guide participants in the next WikiLatih 
activities

● Other activities
○ Passed participants were also given a priority to join our other activities, 

such as GLAM activities or activities organized by Wikimedia Indonesia 
communities 



Distribution of the participants

One of the advantages of online activities are the participants may come from everywhere. 

From July 2020-June 2021, participants came from every but six provinces in Indonesia. 



Highlighted changes



Highlighted feedbacks from the participants
● “The course was fun! I got to learn a lot more about Wikipedia through the comprehensive 

materials! However, the assignments were quite difficult and I felt like I had so little time to do 
them all. Regardless, I managed to complete it!”

● “I had difficulties in managing my time, between study, work and the course as the course had 
rigid deadlines set.”

● “The course was enjoyable because the trainers were also friendly and very helpful! We were given 
feedbacks for the articles we created and everything that we needed to improve in the articles!”

● “The course was very demanding, it was difficult to keep up.”
● “The course was interesting and challenging, if I may say! It gave me so many new insights on 

Wikipedia. However, I still need to learn more.”
● “Difficult.”
● “Joining the course helped me to go through my long and boring holidays.”
● “Completing the course awarded me with a certificate and cute souvenirs from Wikimedia 

Indonesia!”
● “The most difficult course to pass that I have ever joined.”
● “The course was very organized and structured so well. The contents were not hard to be 

understood.”



Wikimedia Indonesia’s LMS 
Prototype



●

🔗belajar.wikimedia.or.id

Accessing 
available 
courses

#1

Guestʼ interface 
when accessing 
the course 
landing page 
with Indonesian 
as the default 
language.



●



●

Manual enrolment 
by teachers

Self enrolment by 
participants



Login button

Sign-up button

Create new account!



Index icon to 
track participantʼ 
progress





Accessing 
discussion 
forums

#2



●



Accessing 
learning 
materials

#3



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1n2mARdGTT22zd8MF9Q0BO1Y0mn71B9Qb/preview


Grading

#4

Report overview 
and feedbacks.





Features Pros

User interface Modern, responsive, and easy to use interface

Personalised dashboard

          Timeline Showing all assignments and deadlines

          All-in-one calendar Showing contentʼ overview

Notifications (via Moodle & e-mail) Enabling participants to receive automatic alerts 
on new assignments and deadlines, forum posts 
and also send private messages to one another

Discussion forums Enabling participants to learn together in forums 
for specific topics

Grading methods Grading from scratch with simple direct grading 
or rubric

Progress tracking Tracking progress and completion of individual 
activities

Highlighted 
features

#5



Accessing 
the site from 
smartphones

iOS & Android

#6



So, what’s next?



Brazilian Experience

Wiki Movimento Brasil



MOOC for Educators
● Present in a condensed and simplified way information 

educators need to start using Wikimedia projects with their 
students.

● Show how Wikimedia Projects can be valuable tools and spaces 
for the development of their university extension programs.

● Gather information that is usually passed on WMB's first 
meetings with educators who want to build extension (and 
education) programs.

● Not intended to replace existing material, nor to delve into 
specific, advanced details of the Wikimedia Projects.



Motivations
● Brazil have a highly unequal educational 

environment and it is reflected at the 
Wikimedia Projects' educational uses.

● Wikimedia education programs have 
been run mainly in wealthier regions, 
particularly by highly committed 
professors at top-tier universities.

● Reality of overloaded educators and 
precarious institutions

Davis, L.L., Sigalov, S.E., Maljković, F., Peschanski, J.A. (2023) João Alexandre Peschanski's map of: 
Brazilian universities involved in PEW - link

https://doi-org.wikipedialibrary.idm.oclc.org/10.1007/978-981-19-8590-4_12
https://pt.wikiversity.org/w/index.php?title=Ficheiro:Oficina_Wikimedia_%26_Educa%C3%A7%C3%A3o_20_abr_23.pdf&page=8


Motivations
● Education and Scientific Dissemination manager

● In 2020 there was a change in the pattern of Brazilian PEW to 
short-term programs with few students. There was also a peak, 
with more educators getting engaged and projects' diversity.

● Extension Curricularization - extension activities become 
mandatory in the curriculum of undergraduate courses. The 
university extension:
○ aims to expand the student's knowledge in specific areas; 
○ is a complementary short-term training course;
○ addresses knowledge that is not commonly seen or studied in depth by undergraduates;
○ functions as instrument of social insertion, bringing the academy closer to adjacent 

communities and institutions/



The proposal
● Asynchronous course, without tutoring, with the possibility 

of being carried out at the time and desired order.

● Office hours and synchronous scheduled thematic 
meetings with WMB's professional and voluntary team.

● Divided into six modules: 1 for introduction, 1 for education 
programs and 1 for each of the 4 projects covered: 
Wikipedia, Wikidata, Wikimedia Commons and Wikiversity.



Strategic Committee
● Adriane Batata - Brazilian Professor/ Wiki Movimento Brasil
● Bukola James - Wikimedia Nigeria and Certified Trainer at 

Wikimedia Education Team
● Felipe Lima - Brazilian Teacher/ Wiki Movimento Brasil
● Flávia Varella -  Brazilian Professor/ Project "More Theory of 

History on Wiki"
● LiAnna Davis - Wiki Education Foundation/ Wikipedia & 

Education
● Luisina Ferrante - Wikimedia Argentina
● Sofia Matias - Wikimedia Portugal

https://w.wiki/6N4G 

https://w.wiki/6N4G


Screenshot of the MOOC's Strategic Committee 1st meeting



What we have so far…
● Strategic Committee has been super helpful. We've 

discussed about:

○ MOOC's content
○ Final tasks
○ Course name
○ Creating a contact channel
○ Creating scheduled meetings throughout the school year
○ The kind of content that should be on video format
○ Which format the videos should have
○ How to register extension courses' partnerships



What we have so far…

● Content is being written

● Interface is being programmed

● Course visual identity is being developed

● Videos are going to be recorded and edited soon

● We expect it to be ready for 2023's second semester.



This is how it looks like now



This is how it looks like now



This is how it looks like now



THANK YOU


